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Mana Telangana
మన �లం�ణ

مانا تلنگانہ

In-patient Facility (Hyderabad)
Home-based care (Hyderabad, Medchal-
Malkajgiri, Western part of Sangareedy &
Northern part of Rangareddy
Extended Pain Clinics

Our Reach

Trend since 2011
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Inspiring Words

My mother in law spent the
last 1 month of her earthly

sojourn at Sparsh. Mere
words cannot describe the
care and compassion that
was shown to her by the

team. They are human
being who embodies all the
values that take a life time

or more to acquire. The
team welcome us with an

open arm, no questions
asked, no strings attached.
We will forever be indebted

to Sparsh for
understanding us and not
judging us. It was a heart

wrenching decision we had
to make and that was only
possible due to immense

understanding and
acceptance we got at

Sparsh.
-Kiranmayee

My mother earlier suffered so much, but after  
homecare intervention my mother felt very happy
and she got faith in them and  we also got faith in
them. Her pain is subsidised. We also received a

social and psychological support. Thank you for all
Sparsh hospice. Who gives us immense respect and

we got huge faith in the team. 
-Josephine, Beneficiary’s daughter
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With your heartfelt services, I am not feeling
that I am a cancer patient. It is almost your

service without selfishness.
-A 80 year old beneficiary wrote this on a

slate.



IMPACT &
OUTCOMES

NEW PATIENTS
SERVED TILL DATE

OTHER INSIGHTS

home visits
7,425

Follow-up 
calls

20,000+
Indirect-

beneficiaries

5,904
Dry ration
supported

5,000+

7,272
1,968
NEW PATIENTS

IN FY 2022-23

739
NEW IP

ADMISSIONS

901
NEW

HOME VISITS

328
NEW OP

REGISTRATIONS
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Female

53.3%

Male

46.7%

Cancer

70%

Non-cancer

30%

65 & above

49.9%
25-64

48.4%

15-24

1.2%

Hrs of
training

540
Hrs contributed
by volunteers

900+
Enquiries
registered

5,475
Dry ration
supported

10,000+

The highest number of cancer registrations is among Breast cancer patients.
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Governing Board Desk

Dr. P. Vijay Anand Reddy
Director,

Apollo Cancer Institute
Board Member, Sparsh Hospice

Having been deeply involved
with Sparsh Hospice since
its inception fills me with
profound joy and honor.
Sparsh stands as a beacon
of light, dedicated to the
noble mission of comforting
terminally ill patients in their
final journey. The desperate
need for palliative and
supportive care for these
individuals cannot be
overstated. Families
grappling with the
impending loss of their
loved ones face a myriad of
challenges, from emotional 

to financial burdens.
While every family member
strives to provide the best
care possible, financial
constraints often hinder
their efforts to ensure a
dignified and pain-free end
for their dear ones.

In this realm of darkness,
Sparsh Hospice shines
brightly, offering solace and
support when it is needed
most. I implore each of you
to extend your hand in
whatever way you can to
uphold this invaluable cause.
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Governing Board

Padma Bhushan
Shri K Varaprasad
Reddy, Chairman
Shanta Biotechnics

Shri M. Mahendar
Reddy (IPS), 
Rtd. DGP,

Telangana Police

Shri Jayesh
Ranjan (IAS),
Secretary, IT
Govt. of
Telangana

Smt. Vanitha Datla,
Vice Chairperson &

MD, ELICO Healthcare
Services Ltd.

Shri Vinod Agarwal
(IAS), Retd. Principal

Secretary

Dr. P. Vijayanand
Reddy, 

Director, Apollo
Cancer Institute
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Long-Term Trustees’ Desk

Dr. M. Subrahmanyam
Long-Term Trustee
HoD – Anaesthesia,
Rainbow Hospitals

Mr. Jagadish Babu Ramadugu
Treasurer & Long-Term Trustee,

MD & CEO,

Pragati Finserv

Mr. M. Suresh Reddy
Long-term Trustee
Managing Director,

Pride Motors

Dear Well-wishers,
Now that we have
completed a year after a
big expansion of the
project from 12-bedded to
82-bedded hospice facility,
we believe that there are
two things you need, to
make a difference… first,
courage, to stay
determined to provide
quality care, and second,

to keep going back to the
basics, to rethink
approach to deliver the
quality services.
This annual report is a
summary of our work as
an organisation in the last
financial year but it is also
about thousands of
individuals, institutions,
corporates, philanthropies,
volunteers who contribute 

their money, and efforts,
hoping to alleviate pain
and suffering. 

This is also about
hundreds 
of families who have
depended on our services,
entrusting us with their
loved ones when no one
else could offer
assistance. Consequently,
our annual report unfolds
as a tale of hope,
determination, and the
unwavering commitment
of all those engaged in
caring for the incurable.
The belief of all in our
cause is our strength and
is what keeps us going
despite all odds.
In this annual report we
have tried to share a little
more about the impact of 

our work that helps in
increasing quality of life,
connects with the SDG’s
but more importantly to
help sustain the needy
and their families.
In many ways, Sparsh is
an idea of empathetic
society where everyone
live & die
with peace and harmony.
On behalf of Trustees, we
must extend our gratitude
to Rotary Banjara Hills
members, donors and
staff members for always
doing good.

We invite you to join us in
the cause of alleviating
pain & suffering from the
society.
Miles to go before we
sleep!!
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Board of Trustees

Mr. Jagadish Babu
Ramadugu
Treasurer &

Long-Term Trustee
MD & CEO,

Pragati Finserv

Mr. Prabhakar
Dhulipudi
President &
Trustee, 

CEO & Founder,
GS Property

Mr. M. Suresh
Reddy

Long-term Trustee
MD, Pride Motors

Dr. M.

Subrahmanyam
Long-Term Trustee
HoD – Anaesthesia,
Rainbow Hospitals

Mr. G. Vaasudevan
Secretary
& Trustee

National Business
Manager,

Equitas Bank

Dr. Pranathi Reddy
Trustee

Clinical Director –
Obstetrics &
Gynecology

Durga Prasad
Madasu
Trustee, 

ED, Corpone BPO
(A Natsoft
Company)

Mr. T. Vijaypal Reddy
Trustee,

Secretary,
St. Peter's Engg.

College
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Centre Head’s Desk

Shashidhar K
Centre Head

Dear friends and
well-wishers’,

I am delighted to present
to you the Annual Report
for the fiscal year 2022-23,
a period marked by
significant contributions
from the dedicated staff
of Sparsh Hospice.
Throughout the year, our
team has been committed
to providing
comprehensive care,
ranging from extended
homecare to inpatient
and outpatient services,
resulting in a fulfilling and
eventful journey.
At the outset of 2022, we
took measured strides
towards enhancing our
Home-Care services,
fostering collaborative
relationships. 

It was a privilege to
conclude our CSR
partnership with SBI
Cards and embark on a
new chapter with several
CSR partners to help
alleviate the pain. 

The team
The exceptional team at
Sparsh Hospice has
tirelessly served hundreds
of new beneficiaries and
their families, while
actively engaging and
welcoming new individual
and corporate donors.
They have continuously
improved the quality of
care through ongoing
training and the
introduction of innovative
care initiatives, thereby
extending our reach to
communities previously
underserved.

Despite encountering
challenges, our center
remained steadfast in
delivering exemplary care
at all times. We humbly
seek your continued
support, blessings, and
contributions to enable us 

to surpass your
expectations.

Gratitude
A heartfelt thank you
goes out to all our key
stakeholders, including
the Trustees of the Rotary
Club of Banjara Hills
Charitable Trust, donors,
CSR partners, and
individuals whose
collective efforts made
2022-23 a memorable year.
Special recognition is due
to the clinical team led by
Dr. Vivekanadam and
supported by Dr. Rohini
Reganti, Dr. Anjaneyulu K,

Dr. Kamalakar V, Dr.
Vanaja D, and Dr. Surekha
Reddy. We also extend
our appreciation to the
entire team of social and
psychology counselors,
nursing aides, drivers,
para staff, and others for
their unwavering
dedication.

As we embark on the
New Year, may it be filled
with abundance, blessings,
and joy for all.



nurses, and paramedical
staff work round the clock
to extend holistic care. 
Joining Sparsh as a
Medical Director has been
a life changing experience
for me as well. I have
been on the curative side
since decades. But I had
always a pinch in my
heart what happens to all
those millions of patients
when we say there is no
cure. And now I have an
asnwer. It is to provide
palliative care and hospice
care.
Sparsh Medical Board
oversees care quality; set
care-related strategic
direction; establishes
ethical standards, values,
and compliance. 
I thank each and
everyone involved for the
improving the quality of
llife of such patients and
request the medical
fraternity to come
forward and shake hands
for helping such more.
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Medical Director’s Desk

Dr. Vivekanandam
Medical Director

Any life-limiting illness is
one of such crisis, which
catalyzed threat whose
repercussions stay for a
very long time.
Quality of life, education,

and sliding economy
slides a lot of family to
the poverty line.
Therefore, at Sparsh we
not only increase the
quality of life of the
patients and their families
but we are also poverty at
the same time.
At Sparsh the care team
aims to alleviate the pain
of suffering and reduce
the family's burden in
whatever way we can. A
team of doctors, social
workers, counsellors,

Medical Board

Dr. P. B. N.  Gopal
(Chairperson),  Critical Care
Specialist, Citizens Hospital

Dr. Rohini Reganti,
Medical Oncologist

Dr. M. Subrahmanyam, HoD –
Anaesthesia, Rainbow Hospitals

Dr. Phani Sree S,
Chief Medical Officer, SuVitas

Dr. Anita Patibandla
Gynaecologist



Overview
Sparsh Hospice - Centre for Palliative Care is a
secular, non-profit organisation working to
alleviate pain and suffering amongst the
terminally ill patients. 
It is an initiative of Rotary Club of Banjara Hills Charitable Trust
Banjara Hills (District RI 3150) under a separately constituted Trust
named as Rotary Club of Banjara Hills Charitable Trust. The centre
provides free palliative care services through in-patient facilities,
home-care services & out-patient services. We extend free of cost
palliative care services to terminally ill through state-of art in-patient
facility, home care vans and out-patient services. We extend physical
care, medical care, pain management, symptom management,
emotional well-being, social support to people with serious health-

related suffering such as cancer, stroke, heart failures and others.

Vision

Mission
Values

Provide palliative care services, free of
cost, to terminally ill patients from

all sections of the society

We work to increase the
quality of life for terminally

ill patients

Commitment
Transparency

Valuing
Humanity

Trust

Compassion
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Sparsh Journey

2011
12-bedded facility
Started 12-bedded hospice
facility in Banjara Hills,
Hyderabad. 2016

Home-based services
Started door step delievry of
palliative care with rented cars,
now we have fleet of 6 vans.

2017
OP Services 
Catering to outgrowing
number of patient started
OP consultations 2017

Land granted by Govt. of TS
1 acre of land was granted by Govt..
of Telangana at no cost to build
bigger hospice for the need

2022
Started Paediatric Ward
Inaugurated 10-bedded paediatric
palliative care especially
designed for the 
children suffering from serious
health-related issues such as
cancer, neurological disorders,
and others.  

2021
New Beginning
Inaugurated the new 82-

bedded hospice facility,
which will cater the larger
need

2023
Certificate Course
for Volunteers
Initiated the course with the
aim to build compassionate
community
in association with IAPC
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Our Programmes
Driven by our shared goals, and led by our collective efforts, we adopted an
holistic and innovative approach across these services to help people suffering
from serious ill and their family members to overcome their physical,
psychological, spiritual and social issues.

In-patient Services

Ho
m
e-
ca
re

 S
er
vi
ce
s O

ut-patient Services

Training

SPARSH activities align towards Sustainable
Development Goals: 
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Our Activities
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Addressing undesirable pain and suffering due to treatment of life
limiting illness such as cancer. 
Symptom Management
Pain Management
Necessary clinical and medicines assiatance
Clinically assisted nutrition and hydration
Personal hygiene and grooming
Oxygen support

Taking care of emotional well-being
Comfort at calm and peaceful environment
Patient, family & medical counselling
Management of fear of death for beneficiary and the family
Caregiver stress management
Managing feeling of helplessness

Assessing multi dimensional spiritual needs
 Assessing existential crisis
 Value-based attitude management such as values, ethics,  religion,
culture etc.
 Religious consideration

 Free food for patient and a caregiver
at hospice
 Laundry and hygiene support
 Medical and consumable support
 Need based funeral and
transportation support
 Morturary facility
Library

Bereavement Support
1. Handholding family
2. Livelihood Support
3. Education
4. Continuous follow ups
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Key
Highlights of

the Year

Physiotherapy
Opened a specialized

paediatric palliative care
ward due to rising

childhood cancer cases,
aiming to uplift young
patients' spirits through
colorful décor and playful

ambiance.

Inaugurated
Paediatric Ward

With the aim to optimise
functional ability and

address symptom due to
terminal illness, we have
added a physiotherapy
centre at the hospice
facility. It will add

quality to the life of
patients and their family

members.

Organised its annual
Fundraising night ‘Sparsh
Nite’ on August 26th in
presence of renowned

celebrities, personalities,
volunteers, donors.
The fundraising event

featured a comedy theatrical
musical ‘Blame It On Yashraj’.

SPARSHNITE, a
fundraiser

1
2

3

SPARSHÁYUSH

Started the 1st extended
clinic outside Hyderabad at

Indur Cancer Centre,
Nizamabad, to connect the

dots in rural areas of
Telangana. This clinic

works as vital connection
between our services and
the community far away

from us.

New OP Clinic Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed

do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut

enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco

laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea
commodo consequat.

4
5

6Added 2
homecare vans

started its services on
fortnightly basis. After a pilot of
3 months we observed that the
need of palliative care much in

the district and nearby areas due
to increased rate in cancer

diagnosis.
Started with handful of patients,
now the clinic looks after around

100 of patients in any month. 
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Awards & Recognition

‘Spirit of Humanity Award’ by Americares India

Sparsh Hospice has won the '11th Spirit of Humanity Award' by Americares India
foundations, which celebrates non-profit organizations and community-based

organizations making social impact.
We won first position in the 'health category' in acknowledgement of our services to
terminally-ill patients and their family members. The award was conferred after going

through rigorous evaluation process. 
We truly believe that this recognition was not possible without your support and trust

in us and the service to terminally-ill patients. 

GuideStar Certification

Received the prestigious Champion Level GuideStar
India Platinum for the year 2022-2023, which makes

us to receive the certificate for a 7th time in a row.
The certification is indicating that high level of

accountability and good governance procedures are
adopted by the organisation.

CAF Certification

Received ‘Certificate of
Validation’ from Charity Aid

Foundation for the time
period of February 15,
2022, to February 28,

2023.
Charity Aid Foundation is an

international non profit
organisation which assess

NGOs with the due diligence
process. 
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Hospice Care
A home away from home

Sparsh Hospice is 82-bedded
state-of-the-art facility with all
amenities to meet the ends of
beneficiaries and their
caregivers. At a hospice we
provide free stay, food,
medicines, attender stay, and
other amenities free of cost
for the in-patient beneficiaries.
We also celebrate festivals,
beneficiaries & their family
members birthdays and any
other special occasion at
facility. Our center features
dedicated wards for pediatric
patients, females, and males.
We provide comprehensive
medical, psychological, social,
and spiritual care under one
roof, entirely free of charge.

739
New patients admitted

70% increase in the hospice admission
as compared to FY 21-22

F: Female
M: Male
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Where the souls meet...

Tragically, Rodney too got
diagnosed with Larynx cancer
and flew down to India for
his treatment and stayed
with his closest friend Mr.
Prasad. But, due to the
pandemic, he could not fly
back to his country and
decided to stay in India with
his friend. Alike him, Mr.
Prasad being travelling to
different countries, Mr Prasad
reached out to Sparsh for
respite care. 

Since then, he enthusiastically
participated in each activity
and events at Sparsh.

Different cultural programs
and Indian festivals attracted
him which also made him
capture all the memories on
his phone.

He was a person who was
very grateful for every small
thing and always told that he
is so fortunate to meet a
huge family. He loved sharing
and contributing for other
beneficiaries as a gratitude.

How can we forget this?
He made sure that a candle
was lit on his beloved wife’s
ashes. Team also helped him
in arranging his family
photographs at his Sparsh.

Gradually he became bed
bound and was on oxygen
support. But he made sure
that his daily rituals are
being performed.

His daughter who was
planning to meet him soon
couldn’t make it as her
beloved father left everyone
in sorrow before she arrived
to her beloved father. His
death co-incidentally turned
out to be his wedding
anniversary.

Rodney loved giving
surprises. May be that is why,
he left the world to meet
love of his life in heaven.

2  days later, Nichola, who
came alone to perform his
final rites in India, flew
back with her parents (their
ashes) and their memories. 

Rodney Henry James, an 80-

year-old American guest who
was misperceived to be a
visitor at Sparsh, stepped as
a beneficiary with Larynx
cancer on September 1, 2022.

Despite his minimal audibility
due to the impact on his
voice box, he quickly
endeared himself to everyone
with his friendly nature.
Fondly known as Henry or
Rodney at Sparsh, his
nationality initially sparked
apprehensions regarding
communication and food
preferences. However, he
adapted, embracing both the
language barrier and food.

Born in UK, the tall and
handsome man was married
and had 2 beautiful
daughters, Nichola & Brege.
Rodney commenced smoking
at the tender age of 11, but
due to job stress and
frequent business travelling it
became an addiction. Though
he quit smoking upon his
wife's diagnosis of lung
cancer in 1970. Although Grete
triumphed over cancer, she
succumbed to age-related
ailments in 2013.

Subsequently, both Nichola
and Brege became absorbed
in their own pursuits, as did
Rodney.

IMPACT STORY 1

Other Care Data
75% bed occupancy
13-15 day is the
average stay of a
patient.
460 people peacefully
passed away during
their stay at Sparsh
261 patients
discharged and
converted into home-
care or OP.

“Born and brought up in UK, married to a woman from Switzerland, settled in USA, worked in Dubai
and going to take my last breath in India. This is destiny.” -Rodney Henry James 

Written by: Prathyusha YV, Hospice Psychologist
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Home is where one feels
connected and comfortable.
During the process of dying,

one always prefers to be
surrounded by loved ones to
bid adieu in peace. With the
same philosophy Sparsh has
started home-care services in
2018. 

Now, Sparsh with a fleet of 6
vans is able to reach out to
patients across Hyderabad and
nearby districts such as
Sangareddy, Rangareddy,
Medchal-Malkajgiri and
Secunderabad. From April 2022
onwards, SBI Foundation is
supporting the homecare
vertical for the project period
of April 2022 to March 2024.

901
New patients registered

Home care Services
Bringing palliative care at doorstep

-Supported by SBI Foundation 

513
Male

388
Women

km approx. of distance travelled
3.79 L

6,436
Home visits completed

Bereavement visits completed
88
104% increase in home visits
25% increase in bereavement visits
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The Good, The Bad & The Ugly

result she lost her faith in
healthcare system and was
adamant not to take any
other service. “It’s better to
die with pain than taking
rounds of hospitals,” said
agitated and helpless Sadia
during first visit to her home.  
 

Intervention 

After long medical
counselling Sadia and her
husband was ready to take
our help and understood the
real cause of pain in the right
hand, which was due to
radiation and chemo
symptoms. Our team of
doctor, nurse and counsellor
answered all the queries with
proper information and
guidance to then. 

The team addressed all the
physical symptoms and 

psychological issues. The
team learnt that even in pain
she was doing the chores
and taking care of the family.
The couple was not aware
about the prognosis and was
still in little hope that it will
be cured. Seeing her
condition team did some
visits on regular basis. 

The symptoms were not
managed at home then we
decided to shift her under
our hospice care and made
the family accept the
prognosis. Team did
everything to give her a
dignified and pain-free death,

which is everyone’s right. No
one deserve to die in silence
with pain. Now her husband
lives alone and manage her
daily activities. 

 *Sadia Begum was 55 and
was diagnosed with breast
cancer few years ago. She
and her husband used to live
in a rented room with basic
amenities, with no proper
drinking water. The couple
has no children and was
surviving on relatives
support.   
 

Tragedy 

Owing to her treatment, her
condition stabilised and she
was declared cancer free but
before referred to Sparsh
Hospice she started
experiencing pain and
discomfort in right hand, due
to wound in axilla. Sadly
enough, even after having a
support from other hospice,
she was in dilemma what is
going on and why. As a 

IMPACT STORY 2

(From Left to Right) Sparsh team at Sadia's home in Dundigal, Hyderabad. 
The couple lives in a kacha house with little amenities. 
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Having the extra layer of support
can make a big difference to the
quality of life. Expert pain
management and telephonic
medical advice can help avoid
those unwanted trips to
hospitals.
Under Project Sparsh 2 OP
centreas in Telangana is being
rolled out to cater the
outgrowing number of terminally
ill patients.
We also follow up calls and video
consultations for the convenience
of the patient and the family.
Centre 1: Sparsh Hospcie Facility
in Hyderabad
Centre 2: Facility of Indur Cancer
Centre, Nizamabad district of
Telangana.

901
New patients registered

Out-patient Services
Connecting dots

513
Male

388
Women

km approx. of distance travelled
3.79 L

6,436
Home visits completed

Bereavement visits completed
88
104% increase in home visits
25% increase in bereavement visits
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IMPACT STORY 3

Despite treatment, it was not
cured, and she came in touch
with Sparsh for palliative
care. It has been a year and
her condition were getting
worsen. Meanwhile her
daughter completed her
degree and was looking for a
job to support her family.
As we were upscaling our 

*Bijaya wanted more than
anything to see her daughter
to be independent and earn
livelihood for better future.
Her daughter *Lipika has
done her B.Sc Nursing and
was looking for a job to
support her family. *Bijaya
was diagnosed from cancer
which had invaded her body. 

Building sustainable community
services, we were also
looking for a skilled people 
and this is how *Lipika
became a staff member from
indirect beneficiary. We have
been prescribing Bijaya pain
medication, extending
psychological care for more
than a year.

“This job has come at a very
critical phase of our family
when we were struggling
financially and
psychologically. Sparsh has
not only alleviated my
mother’s pain physically, but
it has also given us a hope to
live a better life,” said Lipika
during a conversation at
work.

Note: Names have been
changed for maintaining
the autonomy of the
beneficiaries.

Lipika daughter of Bijaya during her duty as a Staff Nurse at Sparsh.

1967

Palliative
care was

born out of
the hospice
movement

1980
Late
90s

1993

2008

2010

2012

2014

1st hospice of
India, Shanti
Avedna, was
established

An Act was 
passed to increase the opioid availability &

reduce its abuse usage

The Indian Association of Palliative Care (IAPC) was formed in
consultation with the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the

Govt. of India as a national forum 

Kerala came out
with a

comprehensive
Palliative Care Policy.

Development of National
Programme for Palliative Care; 
Maharashtra comes up with

its policy

Medical Council of India
accepted palliative care as a

medical specialty
NDPS

amendment
ensures there

is no
unnecessary

delay/
restriction in
availability of
medicines for

the needy.

@Sparsh Hospice



TRAINING & EDUCATION

The training programs are supported
by basic and widely available
teleconferencing technology, hand-on
training and collaboration. Specialists
serve as mentors and colleagues,
sharing their knowledge and expertise
with mentees. We want to create
ongoing learning communities where
healthcare professionals & others
receive support and develop the skills
in palliative care.

150 final year medical
graduate, PG students and
faculties of 4 AYUSH
registered colleges were
sensitised and trained in
palliative care.
Students of different social
work colleges, pharmacy
institutes, psychology
departments were provided
palliative care training.

General Duty Assistants on-

job training were provided
Physicians were enrolled for
on-job training programmes.

Key activities of the year
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Upskilling:
Prathyusha
YV, Hospice
Psychologist,
completed
her
‘Fellowship in
Palliative
Care’ from St.
Christopher’s
UK. It is one
the
prestigious
fellowship in
the field
around world.



AWARENESS PROGRAMS

Public awareness on the concept
of palliative care and of service
availability remains insufficient
for widespread effective and
appropriate palliative care to be
accepted as the norm.

In order to improve knowledge
of and access to services when
required, empower individuals,
involve communities and
ultimately to realise the
objectives contained within
international strategies for
palliative and end-of-life care. 

Key events of the year

Awareness program at
Mothinagar, Hyderabad
during  Srinivasa Kalyanam.   

Palliative care meet at
Telangana Non-gazetted
Officers' Association Plenary
meet
Series of awareness in Film
Nagar Slum of Hyderabad.

Awareness in Singareni
Colony Slum
Awareness at Police
Commissionerate, Siddipet
District, Telangana
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https://m.timesofindia.com/telangana-non-gazetted-officers-association-tngo-said-restrictions-on-hyderabad-after-the-division-of-andhra-pradesh-was-not-acceptable-to-it-/articleshow/26961652.cms
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FUNDRAISER

GuideStar India
For the seventh year in a row, we have
obtained the Platinum seal (the highest
level of accreditation) from GuideStar
India.

CSR Compliance & engagement
In 2022-23, we continued to collaborate
closely with our CSR partners to ensure
compliance with the new CSR (Corporate
Social Responsibility) regulations
included in the Companies Act, including
utilisation of funds received in the fiscal
year and third-party impact assessments
for all projects with an annual outlay of
more than INR 1 crore. Employee
volunteerism and amplification of CSR
initiatives improved engagement with
the corporates.

SPARSH NITE

We organised our annual
Fundraising night ‘Sparsh Nite’ on
August 26th.

The fundraising event featured a
comedy theatrical musical ‘Blame
It On Yashraj’ which is a Bollywood
musical comedy talking about an
Indian family caught in the
whirlwind of a wedding.

The proceeds from the event will
be utilised to provide free
palliative care facilities to
terminally ill patients.
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Memorable: Shri Somesh Kumar, Hon'ble Chief
Secretary, Govt. of Telangana, Shri Jayesh
Ranjan, Principal Secretary, Sparsh beneficiary  
and other delegates while lighting lamp
ceremony.



CELEBRATIONS AT SPARSH

Special occasions
When a festival is on the horizon,

everyone eagerly wait to celebrating it
alongside their loved ones. Therefore, to
uphold this tradition, we consistently
choose to celebrate festivals at the
hospice to bridge the gap and ensure
the presence of cherished company.

Series of musical events
Music has proven therapeutic benefits,
especially for individuals facing health
challenges. It can alleviate stress,
anxiety, and even pain. Series of musical
events were conducted at Sparsh such
as Carnatic music, Chamber Concert and
many others. 

FESTIVALS & SPECIAL
OCCASIONS

Everyone likes to enjoy their
special moments, days with
their loved ones, but satying
away from home during their
hospice days is difficult
sometimes.

Realising the fact, we try to
celebrate and organise special
occasions, musical events,
cultural programs, wedding
anniversaries, festivals and
any other special days to give
it a homely feeling to
everyone staying at the
hospice.

Even for our home care
beneficiaries we organise
same at their door step.
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Chamber Music Concert



Financial Highlights
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Thanks to all the Partners who made it
possible in alleviating pain during FY 22-23

SBI Foundation
Kotak Mahindra Prime Limited 
Laurus Labs
Adani Foundation 
APT Online Limited 
TSOnline
Arcesium 
Xilinx India (AMD)
Shriram Housing Finance Ltd 
Northern ARC Foundation
Divya Shakti Ltd

Sri Krishna Pharmaceuticals Ltd
Bagga Group
Sri Krishna Pharmaceutivals Ltd
Mallemaala Entertainments Pvt. Ltd. 
VIAPLUS by VINCI HIGHWAYS
Pride Motors
KNR Somwarpet Infra Project Pvt Ltd
Adishwar Auto Diagnostics Pvt Ltd
Calyx AI
Netambit
KNR Group
Cauvery Iron & Steel Pvt. Ltd.
Denisco Chemicals
Mahavir Auto Diagnastics Pvt Ltd
Axon Anaesthesia Pvt Ltd
Nakoda Chemicals Ltd
Sai Priya Constructions
SR Foundation
Value Labs Foundation 
A.R. Life Sciences Pvt Ltd
Denisco Chemicals
Vasudha Pharma
Harika Drugs Pvt. Ltd. 
Vasant Chemicals Pvt Ltd.

CSR Partners

UK Online Giving Foundation
Give Foundation
Ripple Foundation

FCRA

Dr. K. VaraPrasad Reddy & Family
Gupta Foundation Eluru
Suven Trust
SP Reddy
Konda Sanjay and Durga Reddy
Meka Rajini
Jagadish Ramadugu & Dr Phani Sree
Dr. Subrahmanyam & Dr. Pranathi
Reddy
Rachamallu Forgings Pvt. Ltd.
Radhabai Palnitkar Med Educational

Society
Meeta Grover
Yashoda K

HNIs & Philanthropies

Healthcare Centre
Partners

Basavatarakam Indo-American
Cancer Hospital & Research
Institute
Indur Cancer Centre, Nizamabad

There are another 800

individual donors who

contributed their bit in

supporting the palliative care

cause.

Our sincere gratitude to each

and everyone and look forward

to their continuous support in

future.

Social Support Partner
Seva Kitchen
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Total Donation: Rs 9,18,61,630
Total No. of Donors: 828
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‘Friends of Sparsh’

"During each visit to Sparsh, Dr.
Poonam consistently inquires,
'Can I assist with any pending
tasks?' While many are eager to
volunteer alongside the patients,
she has recognized the necessity

of addressing other
administrative responsibilities
and has taken on the role to
ensure their completion. Dr.
Poonam has been a regular
presence for over a year now,

evolving as a cherished member
of the Sparsh family."

Mrs. Prasanna, famously
known as 'Juice Aunty,' at
Sparsh expresses her

dedication by mentioning
"Self driving to Sparsh" in
her WhatsApp Profile.

She tirelessly serves fresh
juices to hospice patients,
often using her own funds
to purchase the fruits and

offer the juices.
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Gallery

Stephanie Urchik,
Rotary International
President 2024-25
visited the project site.

Patient
Interaction

Training program for
home care services.

Birthday
celebration

Team at
IAPCON 2023.

Rose Day.
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In News
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A Special Note of Thanks to all
Our Stakeholders 

We are deeply thankful to hundreds of individuals, philanthropists,
institutions and agencies who have come along with us till here.
Please know that each and every contribution means a lot to us. In
times, when there is no option available for patients and the family
is in distress, the donations strengthen our efforts to extend
palliative care services to those beneficiaries. 

Email: info@sparshhospice.org
Website: www.sparshhospice.org

www.facebook.com/sparshhospice

www.linkedin.com/company/sparsh-hospice/

www.instagram.com/sparshhospice/

https://twitter.com/sparsh_hospice

We are a Public Charitable Trust registered under Registration Act 1908, guided by Indian Trust Act
1882.  Registration no. 139/2011; under Section 12 A of Income Tax Act, 1961. F. No.

DIT(E)/HYD/12A/17(08)/11-12; under Section 80G of Income Tax Act, 1961 F. No. DIT(E) /
HYD/80G/17(08)/11-12.

Also, registered under Section 11 (1) of the FCRA; Registration No: 031170582 (Nature: Social)

www.sparshhospice.org/

Sy No. 7/1/2, Next to Oakridge Int'l School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500104

info@sparshhospice.org7995027879/8


